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CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS TO WAR SERVICE OR-
GANIZATIONS, 1917-1918, AND TO THE Y.M.C.A.,
AND TO FEDERATIONS OF CHARITY AND
PHILANTHROPY BEFORE THE WAR.
An important question asked almost simultaneously with the
declaration of war by the United States was whether the funds for
Red Cross relief work should be provided by the government or
raised by the people. The overwhelming reply was that they should
be raised by the people through voluntary contributions.
We have become so accustomed by this time to thinking of
American philanthropy in terms of millions that it is difficult to
visualize the gravity with which the Red Cross War Finance Com-
mittee deliberated over how much it would be reasonable to ask the
country to give.The committee debated seriously whether they
could get so large a sum as $25,000,000. One hundred million was
the sum which the late Henry P. Davison, chairman of the commit-
tee, announced was to be raised.This indicates how the participa-
tion of the United States in the world war created a new scale of
finance for American philanthropy.
It was imperative to raise this $100,000,000 quickly, econom-
ically, and from as large a proportion of the population as possible.
The money-raising methods at that time in use by the great majori-
ty of American philanthropic organizations were utterly inadequate
for such a stupendous task. No system of writing letters, no "pass-
ing the hat" could possibly be trusted to bring in $100,000,000.
One American organization, although its pre-war program did
not envisage so large a sum, had developed an effectual technique
for getting generous contributions from large numbers of people.
That organization was the Young Men's Christian Association.
During the period from 1904 to 1916 this technique was widely
employed by the Y.M.C.A. in order to get the money with which to
erect and equip local buildings.The method consisted of an in-
tensive campaign over a period of ten days, and involved a systema-
tic canvass of all of the potential contributors in the local com-
munity. A certain amount was fixed as the "goal" of the campaign.
The actual soliciting of contributions was done by a large number
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of volunteers, recruited from among the local business men. The
organization was military in form and was commanded by leading
industrialists, merchants and financiers.The workers met daily
at luncheon to report their progress towards the objective of the
campaign.
By this method, which will at once be recognized as the one
employed today by all community chests, the Y.M.C.A. succeeded
in securing large numbers of generous contributions not only from
individuals but from corporations as well.This success was due
not only to the fact that in many places the Y.M.C.A. carried on
activities for employes which corporations recognized as of tangible
benefit to their stockholders.It was also due to the fact that by its
nature, the Y.M.C.A. appeal engendered a spirit which helped cor-
poration directors and officials to see that their corporation not only
had rights in the community but social responsibilities as well.
Into the Red Cross campaign of June, 1917, Y.M.C.A. leaders,
national and local, professional and lay, were brought as active
organizers and workers. The Y.M.C.A. technique was successfully
applied in thousands of communities all over the United States,
and approximately $105,000,000. was raised.
Later war service appeals made by the National Y.M.C.A., the
National Y.W.C.A., the United War Work Campaign, and the
purely local war chests, employed the Y. M. C. A. money raising
system. The community chests, which grew out of the war chests,
found this tested method ready to hand when they came to make
their first peace-time appeals in 1919.That technique, utilized in
conjunction with the new spirit of community responsibility for
community welfare which the war helped to bring to maturity, has
been a factor of inestimable potency in securing for the community
chests which are the primary concern of this study, the large measure
of corporation support they now enjoy.In Parts II and III of this
report data as to corporation contributions to community chests
will be presented in detail.In this part of the study, data will be
submitted showing the generous participation by corporations in
the various war service funds.1While it is not possible to state
1The most important of these were the following:
1917—April-May, Y.M.C.A. amount sought, $3,500,000, amount raised, $5, 102.483;
June, American Red Cross, amount sought, $100,000,000, amount raised,
$105,000,000; November, Y.M.C.A, amount sought, $35,000,000, amount raised,
$54,538,859;
1918— May, American Red Cross, amount sought,$100,000,000, amount raised,
$170,000,000;November, United War Work Campaign, amount sought,
$170,000,000, amount raised, $203,000,000.50 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
exactly what proportion of the half billion dollars raised between
April, 1917 and November, 1918, was contributed by corporations,
it is clear from the available data, that had if not been for the
support of corporations in practically alllines of industry the
country over, no such total figure as $560,000,000 could ever have
been raised.
Before presenting the data as to war service appeals, it is im-
portant to give some idea of the contributions by corporations to
the Y.M.C.A. before the war.Unquestionably, the fact that many
of the leading corporations of the country were already regular and
relatively large contributors to that organization (for its current
expenses as well as for its special building funds) made it easier for
them and for thousands of other concerns to contribute to the Red
Cross and other war service organizations.It is not too much to
say that as a result of the dramatic appeals made to them during the
nineteen months covered by American participation in the war,
corporations acquired the habit of making charitable contributions.
That habit carried over into peace times, and community chests are
today the beneficiaries.
Railroad Contributions to Y.M.C.A's., 1872-1912
Ample evidence of corporation contributions to local Y.M.
C.A.'s has been found in the published histories of that organization.2
Although the Y.M.C.A. movement originated in London in
1844 and spread to Montreal and Boston the following year, the
movement in the United States was almost entirely a voluntary one
until 1868.At that time the national convention authorized the
employment of a man to undertake religious work among the labor-
ers on the Union Pacific Railroad, then pushing its way westward
from Omaha.
This early interest of the North American Y.M.C.A. in behalf
of railway employes was probably the bedrock of corporation
support for Y.M.C.A. work. The first organization of railway men
into a Y.M.C.A. was begun in Cleveland in 1872. The work grew
slowly, requiring supervision on the part of the North American
movement and calling for expensive equipment. A published his-
tory of the Y.M.C.A. states that "naturally this (financial support)
2Muchof the information presented in this section is taken from the following Y.M.
C.A. publications: "History of North American Y.M.C.A.'s", by Richard C. Morse
(Association Press, New York, London, 1913), Chap. XI, p. 207 et seq; "My Life with
Young Men, 50 Years in the Y.M.C.A.", by Richard C. Morse (Association Press, 1918);
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must come largely from the railroad companies, but these corpor-
ations are little influenced by sentiment and have scant .sympathy
with a movement until it has passed the experimental stage."It
was not until 1875 at the Richmond Y.M.C.A. convention that the
International Committee was authorized to employ an agent to
organize railroad associations.
In the meantime, work had been started in Chicago, Erie, and
a few other places.An Association at Altoona was the entering
wedge in the Pennsylvania system.In New York the Y.M.C.A.
secured the lifelong interest of Cornelius Vanderbilt.In 1877, the
International Committee placed a traveling railroad secretary in
the field.In 1890 there were Associations at 82 divisional and ter-
minal points, and "in every instance, the value of the organIzation
to the railroad service, as well as to the employe, was recognized
by the financial co-operation of the railroad management."
What follows is a quotation from the officially stated policy of
the Y.M.C.A:
"Corporate Support.—The maintenance of a satisfactory
equipment, including supervision, demands a considerable fin-
ancial outlay, and whilethe association memberships may
be depended upon for a certain share of this, the corporations
must always be expected to meet more or less of the expense.
And they have always shown great willingness to do this; often
in times of financial stringency, railroad companies have reduced
appropriations in nearly all other departments of the service,
but have left intact the Associations." -
Inthe early days of railroad Association work, the railroad
corporations furnished approximately 60 per cent of the current
operating budgets of railroad Y.M.C.A. buildings and the employes
40 per cent.By 1912, although the employes were supplying 60
per cent of the total cost, the railroad corporations were stillsup-
plying 40 per cent.
The June, 1902 number of "Association Men" lists railroads in
the IJnjted States and Canada that were then contributing to rail-
road Y.M.C.A. work.The total mileage of four of the main rail-
road groups of the country at that time was nearly 150,000 miles.
The Lackawanna, Missouri Pacific, Penusylvannia, and Santa Fe
Railroads are mentioned as being recent large contributors to rail-
road Y.M.C.A. work.
"Association Men" for November, 1903, under the general
subject "Christianity and Corporate Interests," has this to say:52 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
"The Railroad Companies have in the past 30 years ap-
propriatedseveral million dollars for the railroad Y.M.C.A.'s.
Secretaries are generally placed on the payroll of the companies.
Companies furnish coal, light and supplies, and contribute about
one-third of the expenses of the organization.One Hundred
and thirteen buildings have been erected at a cost of about
$1,800,000, of which the railroads paid more than one-half.
Most railroad systems are cooperating in the establishment of
Associations at their principal division points, and consider them
'an indispensable part of railroad equipment for the economical
and effective handling of passenger and freight business."
In 1889, there were 96 railroad Y.M.C.A.'s with a total budget
approximating $136,000.In 1912, there were 230 railroad associ-
ations and. their budgets totalled approximately $1,000,000.
Industrial Corporation Contributions to Y.M.C.A's., 1903-1917
success of the railroad Y.M.C.A. work led to the extension
of activities among working men into other industries, and in 1903,
an industrial department of the International Committee ofthe
Y.M.C.A. was organized. By 1917, over 100 industrial Y.M.C.A.'s
were maintained by the joint support of employers and employes
in all types of industrial communities.
Part of the Y.M.C.A. success was due doubtless to the organ-
ization's ability to get leading industrialists and large employers of
labor to participate actively in the work of the Association as board
members.The extent to which the Y.M.C.A. placed its reliance
for funds on business is indicated by the following resolution passed
at the 13th annual convention held in Detroit in 1868
"Resolved, that the manufacturers of the country can
make no investment that will bring them greater dividends
than that of contributing largely to aid in the formation and
sustaining of Y. M. C. A.'s within their various localities."
This resolution is not in itself evidence that in those early days
corporate enterprises actually appropriatedtheirstockholders'
money toward the financial supportof the "Y". However,it is clear
evidence of close affiliation between the local Y.M.C.A. and big
business enterprises.
The intensive money raising technique developed and first ap-
plied by the Y.M.C.A. professional and lay leaders early in 1904
unquestionably was the most important single factor in getting cor-
poration contributions for the local "Y" programs.The twelve
3"The Financing of the Y.M.C.A.", Chicago, 1927.WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 53
years from 1904 to 1916 saw a large number of campaigns all over
the country for new Y.M.C.A. buildings.The first of these Y.M.
C.A. campaigns required a month, but experience showed that the
average campaign could be conducted in two weeks. The period of
ten days was finally fixed as the time within which the required
quota should be reached.
Mr. Charles S. Ward, who helped develop the Y.M.C.A. money-
raising technique and who personally directed many of the Y.M.C.A.
building fund campaigns during the period above mentioned, has
stated to the writers that "the practice varied greatly as to corpor-
ation subscriptions in different cities during the early Y.M.C.A.
campaigns.In some cities, the banks would get together and sub-
scribe in proportion to their capital stock or their total resources.
Manufacturing corporations would subscribe in the interest of their
employes.In the more conservative eastern cities such action by
corporations was more difficult to secure, and so the practice varied.
But there were hardly any campaigns in which some corporations
did not contribute.In towns that were practically owned by cor-
porations, such as the mining town of Ishpeming, Michigan, the two
largest corporations operating there agreed to give $20,000 each
before any effort was made among the citizens."
The volumes of "Association Men," the monthly staff magazine
of the National Y.M.C.A., beginning with the year 1901 and running
through to 1917, give considerable information confirming the fore-
going statements that local Y.M.C.A.'s received fairly general, as
well as generous, financial support from local corporations, partic-
ularly railroads and other concerns employing large numbers of men.
Each number of the magazine contains a section on Y.M.C.A.
buildings planned, under way, or just completed, from which the
typical instances below are taken.There are many references to
generous contributions from corporations.In many cases of course,
the building was practically a factory association building and in-
tended almost exclusively for the use of the employes of a particular
corporation. Some of the outstanding instances of corporation sup-
port are the following:
Ohio:A large concern then erecting an
addition to its factory and wishing to build a recreation house
in connection therewith, suggested that the Y.M.C.A. take charge
of the work. As a result a department of the Y.M.C.A. was organ-
'This figure and those following it, in like position, represent the dates of the volumes
of "Association Men" from which the statements have been taken.54 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
ized at this plant with a committee of management selected from
employes ofthe company and appointed by the Cincinnati Y.M.
C.A.
In Everett, Washington, a large lumber company wanted a
Y.M.C.A. and a lot was donated by it for the building.
1903—"The Street Railway Companies in Rochester and Brook-
lyn helped in establishing Association rooms, at the request of their
employes.Brooklyn Company gave the building, worth $30,000,
and placed the secretary on its payroll."Other Street railways
helping or planning to do so at this time were Jersey City and Rich-
mond, Va.IndustrialAssociationsespeciallymentionedare
these:Lorain, 0., Proctor, Vt,, Wilmerding, Pa., Stamps, Ark.,
Cossett,Ala., Douglas, Alaska, Cananea, Mex., Sidney, N. S.,
Pearl Haven, Miss., and Windber and otherpointsin Pennsyl-
vania, for miners.Buildings at these points, costing from $5,000
to $30,000 were erected by the companies and deeded to a board of
trustees representing the employes, who were organized in affilia-
tion with the Y.M.C.A.
1906—Under the caption "Detroit Breaks the Record" refer-
ence is made to a building fund campaign put on in that city. The cam-
paign apparently lasted 30 days and $423,000 was raised.Among the
names of leading contributors are found those of three corporations
contributing $10,000, $7,500, and $5,000,respectively.
Wilmington, Delaware: A leading corporation gave $10,000.
to the local building fund.
1907—Memphis, Tenn.: The statement is made that the fail-
ure of the cotton crop prevented securing contributions from leading
business houses, in a campaign for $125,000.
Camden, N.J.: A large manufacturer of talking machines is
reported as having contributed $5,000 to a fund of $250,000.
Milwaukee,Wis.:Raised $250,000; contribution of $20,000 re-
ported from a local concern.
1910—Sixty-one new buildings were completed during 1909 at a
cost of $6,876,000, and new buildings were under way during 1910 to
cost nearly $7,000,000.In a list of "notable gifts" made in 1909
we find the names of two large cotton manufacturing companies
contributing $25,000 and $35,000 respectively, a Lake Erie iron ore
company $20,000, a telephone company in Tennessee $10,000, and
an iron company in central Pennsylvania $10,000.
191i—Thereview for 1910 reports new buildings under way to
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A leading mail order house in Chicago, $100,000;a public utility
in Massachusetts, $50,000; a leading steel company in Chicago,
$10,000.
1912—The review for 1911 reports that 83 new buildings were
opened during that year costing $6,700,000, and that 87 new build-
ings were provided for, to cost over $12,000,000. Among "notable
gifts" corporation contributions are listed as follows: An important
railroad in the south to the Louisville Y.M.C.A., $20,000; a public
utility company to the Atlanta Y.M.C.A., $10,000;a manufactur-
ing company in Philadelphia, $10,000; an iron ore mining company
in Michigan, $10,000;an eastern railroad in New York State,
$10,000;a leading hotel corporation in Atlantic City, $10,000;a
manufacturing company in Muncie, Indiana, $10,000.
1913—The review for 1912 lists "notable gifts" from corpora-
tions for new buildings completed during the year 1912 as follows:
An eastern railroad to the New York City Railroad Branch, $100,000;
a coal company in Kentucky $25,000;a manufacturing concern in
South Bend, Indiana, $35,000; a steel car company in Butler, Pa.,
$10,000.
1914—For the year 1913 "notable gifts" from corporations
include a leading department store of Rochester, $35,000;a rail-
road company serving the anthracite region of Pennsylvania, $10,000;
two railroad equipment companies in Chicago, $10,000 each.
A joint campaign of the New York Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
during 1913 is referred to, in which $4,052,501 was raised. The only
large corporation contribution reported is one of $25,000 from a
telephone company.
1915—In the review of new buildings opened during 1914,
costing a total of $7,312,000, a corporation in Mississippi is reported
as having given $40,000, and a townsite development company in
Montana as having contributed real estate worth $30,000.
igió—In the review for 1915 a western railroad is reported as
having given land valued at $50,000, on a 99 year lease. A mining
company in Arizona is reported as having contributed $25,000.
1917—The review for the year 1916 shows a number of contri-
butions from corporations to building funds as follows: An Arizona
mining company, $35,000; a New Jersey chemicalcompany,
$25,000; two manufacturing concerns and one railroad to the Min-
neapolis Y.M.C.A., $25,000 each;a Worcester, Mass. manufactur-
er, $25,000;a railroad in Pennsylvania, $15,000;an automobile
company in New Brunswick, N. J., $10,000;a street railway56 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
company, a newspaper and a leading flour milling company in Min-
neapolis, $10,000 each;a paper company in Columbus, Ohio, the
Clearing House Association and a manufacturing company, $10,000
each; two banks in Minneapolis, $8,000 and $7,500 respectively.
Y. M. C.. A. Current Expense Budgets, 19o5-1çr7
In the matter of current operating budgets the local Y.M.C.A.'s
appear to have enjoyed a good measure of corporation support dur-
ing the years preceding our entry into the world war.The follow-
ing figures are the result of an analysis of Y.M.C.A. lists obtained
by the National Bureau in various cities.
Cleveland, Ohio. The total amount collected in donations and
contributions by the Cleveland Y.M.C.A. for its current expenses
for the years 1905 to 1917, inclusive, was a little under $450,000.
Total contributions listed as coming from corporations during those
13 years amounted to approximately 18 per cent of the total.
Minneapolis, Minn. During the ten years from 1907 to 1916, in-
clusive, the Minneapolis Y.M.C.A. raised for current expenses approx-
imately $176,235.The amount contributed by corporations for
those ten years is reported as $30,293, or approximately 17.2 per cent.
St. Paul, Minn. During the seven years 1912 to 1918, inclusive,
the St. Paul Y.M.C.A. is reported to have raised in contributions
for its current expenses an average of about $25,000 a year.The
average amount received from corporations during those seven years
was23per cent of the total raised.
With the entrance of the United States into the world war in
April, 1917, special Y.M.C.A. campaigns for funds for local building
work ceased.
National Y. M. C. A. Appeal, April, 1917
The first appeal by any national welfare organization for con-
tributions for war work was made by the National Y.M.C.A. on
April 27, 1917.It was for three million dollars. The money was "to
provide for the work of the Y.M.C.A. among the men of the Army
arid Navy." The amount subscribed by June 1st was $5,102,483.
The money was raised locally in quiet campaigns and no adequate
data are available as to how much of the total was contributed by
corporations.As has already been emphasized, the national and
local Y.M.C.A.'s were accustomed to asking corporations for con-
tributions and doubtless they did so in the case of this first war fund.WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 57
The New York Times for June 9, 1917 reports a contribution
of $50,000 from the United States Steel Corporation to the first
national Y.M.C.A. appeal.In only a few cities has it been possible
to find in the daily newspapers for May, 1917 any records of even
the larger contributions to this fund.
In St. Paul, the first appeal of the Y.M.C.A. netted $32,450.
The names of 41 corporations that contributed altogether $14,350
to this fund have been found.Among these were six banks, an
insurance company and a number of manufacturing and retail trade
concerns.
American Red Cross War Fund, June, 1917
Atthis late date, no dependable figures are available from which
could be computed the number and amount of contributions from
corporations to the first Red Cross war fund.The total amount
raised all over the country was approximately 105 million dollars.
From the National Red Cross headquarters in Washington quotas
were assigned to various localities. When the local campaigns were
completed, subscriptions as paid in were transmitted to county and
state treasurers and then to the national treasurer, one of the larger
trust companies in New York City.Accurate records appear to
have been kept of all subscriptions, and the accounts of the local Red
Cross committees were duly audited. However, after the war was over
and all subscriptions collected, books were closed and the lists of
subscribers put away in storage.Efforts to get original lists have
been unsuccessful.In the absence of these, however, reference has
been made to newspapers in a number of cities.During the progress
of the Red Cross campaign the larger contributions, whether from
individuals or corporations, were usually published.Lists gathered
in a number of cities contain the names of many of the most im-
portant corporations in the country.
In New York, the 1917 Red Cross Campaign appears to have
encountered considerable reluctance on the part of corporation
boards and lawyers to making corporation donations outright. A
member of a leading NewYork lawfirmwho worked in the local Red
Cross campaign in close contact with Mr. Henry P. Davison has
written the National Bureau that "all the lawyers consulted agreed
that a corporation could not with safety make a direct contribution.
Accordingly a scheme was devised whereby corporations would
declare what were to be called Red Cross dividends, and the various
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This attitude of reluctance on the part of leading corporations
to make outright contributions is especially interesting today in the
light of the large number of corporations found contributing reg-
ularly to community chests all over the country.In any case, the
New York Red Cross Committee considered it important to have
the matter of contributions by corporations handed in a formal way
with appropriate action by the corporations' boards of directors.
Copies of the letter sent to local Red Cross chapters by the Red Cross
War Finance Committee, the letter sent to corporations and the
forms to be followed by corporations in declaring special Red Cross
dividends are shown in Appendix B. The plan appears to have con-
templated corporate action with a view to getting each stockholder
to sign a release so the corporation itseff could pay into the local
Red Cross treasury the amount of the dividend. The plan appar-
ently did not work out well in practice. Where stockholders asked
for their special Red Cross dividends of course they received them.
There was no way of compelling stockholders to endorse their Red
Cross dividend checks to the local chapter.
New York City lagged behind many other cities in reaching its
quota in the 1917 Red Cross appeal.It seems evident that this was
partly due to the practical difficulty experienced with getting stock-
holders to turn back their special dividends into the Red Cross
treasury.In banking circles the doubt as to the propriety of out-
right contributi6ns to the Red Cross fund seems to have been espec-
ially great.According to the New York Times of June 20, 1917, the
Comptroller of the Currency had stated that while "national banks
might not regularly donate bank funds to any charitable cause, they
could declare special dividends out of undivided profits.Checks for
such a dividend could be mailed to the stockholders, with a letter
suggesting but not requiring that the proceeds be given to the Red
Cross."
The Superintendent of Banks of the State of New York is
reported in the New York Times of June 23, 1917, as sending a
message to 300 State banks and trust companies, suggesting they
declare a Red Cross dividend out of undivided profits.Superin-
tendents of Banking in several other states are reported in the daily
papers to have followed the same procedure. The New York State
Bankers Association at its conference held at Lake Placid on June 22,
is reported as having unanimously adopted a resolution favoring the
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On June 28th, the New York Times says that "a special com-
mittee which includes Cleveland H. Dodge, J. Pierpont Morgan and
Elbert H. Gary,. is to begin work at once in the hope of getting
enough corporation dividends for the Red Cross War Fund to meet
the $2,185,000 which is still due from the New York allotment of
40 million dollars.Some seventy corporation dividends have al-
ready been made so far in favor of the Fund and none of these, it is
said, was solicited."
On June 29th, the Times reports that "the New York Commit-
tee of the Red Cross sent a letter yesterday to hundreds of corpora-
tions that did not contribute to the War Fund urging them to de-
clare special dividends inbehalf of warrelief Two
business concerns that have made the best showing in the matter
of accounting for special dividends are the Irving National Bank
and the Crocker Wheeler Co., Electrical Manufacturers. About 70
per cent of the shareholders of each of these organizations had sent
in the extra dividend by last night. Between 600 and 700 corpora-
tions will be canvassed in the new campaign by the New York
Committee."
The plan of Red Cross dividends attracted a good deal of atten-
tion in the New York newspapers. The importance of the plan in
the city's campaign is evident when it is recalled that the total
quota for metropolitan New York was 40 million dollars.
On January 11, 1918, the New York Times published a state-
ment, dated Washington, January 10, issued by Henry P. Davison,
Chairman of the Red Cross War Council, on the finances of the
organization for the preceding eight months.According to this
statement, 148 corporations had declared Red Cross dividends,
aggregating $17,948,969.31.
In Appendix B. is shown a list (taken from various issues of the
New York Times during June, 1917) of some of the leading cor-
porations in this group of 148 declaring Red Cross dividends.
In Pittsburgh, no. fears existed in the minds of corporation
directors on the score of corporation contributions to the Red Cross
War Fund. The Pittsburgh chapter of the American Red Cross,
whose chairman was Hon. Andrew W. Mellon, had accepted a quota
of $3,500,000. The following is taken from a history of the Pitts-
burgh Chapter from its organization to January 1, 1921
5"The Pittsburgh Chapter, American Red Cross.History from organization to
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"At a preliminary meeting on June 4 of about thirty of the
wealthiest business men of the city, one corporation representative
pledged $50,000 from his company.At a second meeting on
June 6th, the. amounts to be requested from the various cor-
porations or groups were submitted for consideration.It was
decided that corporations and wealthy individualsshould
be assigned a definite quota which they would beasked
to give to the Fund, rather than to leave the amount of the con-
tribution to their own judgment. On June 11th, at a dinner ad-
dressed by Ex-President Taft and attended by about ninety of
Pittsburgh's most prominent business men, a slip was found
at each place on which was written the amount which, in the
opinion of the Committee, the individual or the corporation
he represented should contribute to the Fund. The quotas were
not particularly mild, and at first there was absolute silence in
the room; but man after man accepted his charge without a
murmur.In certain instances, definite acceptances could not
be given because it was necessary to refer to Boards of Directors,
but a number of the men were able to speak for the companies
they represented. The campaign division covering corporations
was called 'The Diversified Industries Division' and their slogan
was 'One per cent of your estimated net earnings for 1917 for
the Red Cross'."
For reasons indicated above, it has not been feasible to make
exact computations of the amounts contributed by corporations to
the 1917 Red Cross Fund in any city.
TABLE 1
SUMMARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS BY 1,289 CORPORATIONS TO
AMERICAN RED CROSS WAR FUND, 1917,
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However, lists of larger corporation contributions as published
in newspapers in various citiese have been consolidated, with the
results shown in Table 1.
National Y. M. C.A.War Fund, November, 1917
Asecond nation-wide appeal for funds to finance its rapidly
growing war work in the United States and overseas was made by
the National Y.M.C.A. in November 1917, the amount sought being
close to 36 million dollars.Quotas were assigned to state Y.M.C.A.
committees and these state quotas in turn apportioned among local
committees. The fact that in many cities and towns the "Y" was
by this time carrying on special programs of welfare work for muni-
tions workers, shipyard employes, etc., doubtless strengthened the
appeal it was able to make to corporations.Another factor which
played a considerable part in the success of this campaign in getting
widespread and generous support from corporations, was the leader-
ship enjoyed by the national and local committees. Executives and
directors of the largest business institutions in the United States
were activein the campaign which raised approximately 54
million dollars.
The reluctance that existed in certain corporation circles
toward contributing to the Red Cross War Fund in June, 1917,
appears to have largely disappeared by November 1917. According
to the New York Times of November 9, 1917, "Judge Gary an-
nounced last night that the subsidiaries of the United States Steel
Corporation would subscribe $500,000 toward the fund which is to
be raised by the Y.M.C.A. in an eight day campaign beginning
Sunday, November 11th." The Times for November 11th reports
that "a letter signed by some of the most prominent business men
of the United States was mailed yesterday to the president of every
corporation with' offices in New York, requesting those corporations
6These cities are as follows:
Auburn, N.Y. Honolulu, Hawaii Rochester, N.Y.
Baltimore, Md. Lancaster, Pa. Saginaw, Mich.
Boston, Mass. Lewiston & Auburn, Me.St. Paul, Minn.
Brockton, Mass. Louisville, Ky. Salt Lake City1 Utah
Buffalo, N.Y. Milwaukee, Wis. San Francisco, Cal.
Chicago, Ill. Minneapolis, Minn. Schenectady, N.Y.
Cincinnati, Ohio Newark N.J. Scranton Pa.
Cleveland, Ohio New Orleans, La. Toledo, ohio
Detroit, Mich. New York, N.Y. Utica, N.Y.
Flint, Mich. Norfolk, Va. Wilkes Barre, Pa.
Grand Rapids, Mich. Providence, R.I. Worcester, Mass.
Harrisburg, Pa. Reading, Pa York, Pa.
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to subscribe liberally to the Y.M.C.A. War Fund. The letter was
signed by Elbert H. Gary, J. Pierpont Morgan, John D. Rocke-
feller, Jr., Arthur Curtiss James, George F. Baker, and Cleveland
H. Dodge."
The Times for November 13th states that the Standard Oil
Company has contributed $250,000. The next day the Times says
that "The Board of Directors of the American Sugar Refining Com-
pany yesterday voted $50,000 to the Y.M.C.A. War Fund to be
subscribed through the various cities where the refineries of the
Company are located."
The New York Times of November 15th says, referring to a
meeting of the New York City campaign workers: "At the Bankers
Club meeting which was attended by the heads of many of the large
corporations, the following resolution was passed: 'Resolved that
we recommend to those corporations who have not already sub-
scribed that they contribute liberally to the 35 million dollar Y.M.
C.A. War Fund to be applied so far as practicable for the promotion
of the welfare of their employes in the service of the corporation
and to be apportioned where the plants are located.'"
The Times for November 16th reports that "the United Cigar
Stores will give 5 per cent of gross receipts from all stores on Monday,
November 19th."
While it is not possible to give even an approximate total of the
amount contributed by corporations all over the country to the
second Y.M.C.A. War Fund of November 1917, lists and statements
published in the daily papers during the campaign show that they
participated substantially. The following figures are based for the
most part on newspaper accounts: In Chicago, 456 corporations gave
$1,414,000 or approximately 45 per cent of the total 'of $3,060,000
subscribed; Baltimore, 173 corporations furnished $103,000, or 21
per cent of a total of $493,000; Toledo, 44 corporations gave $47,000
or 17 per cent of $273,650; St. Paul, 24 corporations gave $33,000or
16 per cent of $206,000; Louisville, 22 corporations gave $33,500 or
15 per cent of $224,500. In Cleveland, the campaign was a joint one
of the Y.M.C.A.. and the National War Camp Community Service,
raising a total of about $1,280,000, of which $450,000 or 35 per cent,
was contributed by 852 corporations.Cincinnati's campaign, a
combined one for the National Y.M.C.A., the National Y.W.C.A.
and the Cincinnati Council of Social Agencies, produced $926,000,
of which $300,000 or 32 per cent, came from 104 corporations.
Lists taken from newspapers in a number of cities show that manyWAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 63
ofthe country's most important corporations contributed large
amounts to the second Y.M.C.A. War Fund.
American Red Cross War Fund, May, igx8
In May, 1918, the second Red Cross appeal for 100 million
dollars was put on.It had originally been set for February, 1918,
but at the request of the Federal Government the date was changed
to May. The 100 million dollar total was apportioned over 14
national divisions, as in the case of the first Red Cross fund, and
these divisional quotas in turn apportioned among cities and towns.
The nation-wide distribution of the money-raising efforts is indicated
by the fact that for the second Red Cross campaign there were
3,898 local committees and 8,768 depositories for funds as subscrip-
tions were paid.7The total subscribed to the second Red Cross
appealup to January 31, 1919 was $181,623,105.
By the time the second Red Cross appeal was made the attitude
of corporations toward making outright contributionsseems to
haveentirely changed.Doubtless this change of attitude was
facilitated by the passage of State and Federal legislation specifically
permitting contributions by corporations.On February 19, 1918
the Legislature of the State of New York passed a bill enabling
directors of corporations and the banks and trust companies to
make gifts to the Red Cross from their surplus assets.
On February 18th, a number of bills were introduced in the
Senate by Senator Owen at the instance of the Comptroller of the
Currency.One of these bills permitted contributions to the Ameri-
can Red Cross by national banks out of money available for divi-
dends.This bill was finally enacted as a law by Congress on May
22, 1918.
A strong effort was made by the New York Red Cross Commit-
tee on Corporations, of which Wiffiam Boyce Thompson was
chairman, to clear away any vestige of doubt remaining iii the
mindsofcorporation directors as to thepropriety of contributions
tothe Red Cross.At therequest of the Committee, Ex-Supreme
CourtJusticeCharles Evans Hughes wrote an opinion endorsing
theconstitutionality of the law permitting direct contributions
fromcorporations to the Red Cross. The New York Times of May
15, 1918 quotes as follows from the opinion rendered by Mr. Hughes:
7"The Work of the American RedCrossduring the War", Washington, D.C.,
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"The question is not one of permitting the use of corpor-
ation moneys for the use of what are or may be called worthy
objects outside the corporate enterprise, but for the maintenance
of the very foundation of the corporate enterprise itself.It is
the established policy of the Government that some important
activities, such as those of the Red Cross, should be supported
independently of Governmental appropriation.This policy is
designed to enlist and encourage the actual co-operation of the
public and does not in any way alter the fact that these agencies
are essential to the successful prosecution of the war.It would
be, in my judgment, a very narrow and' wholly unwarrantable
view of the present situation to say that the support of the ac-
tivities of the Red Cross is not a matter of direct and vital
importance to corporate undertakings, and that an act of the
Legislature recognizing the plain relation of our military effic-
iency to the success of business enterprise, and authorizing
support by corporations of the agencies having the character
described, is beyond the legislative power."
On April 18th, the New York Times had stated that a special
appeal would be made to corporations for contributions, but that
the method followed in the last drive would not be repeated.Mr.
Seward Prossér, who was chairman of the Executive Committee of
the New York campaign for the first Red Cross fund in May, 1917,
was quoted in the Times as saying that a very large part of the
money appropriated by corporations in the form of dividends never
reached the Red Cross.The results of the dividend plan, he said,
were disappointing..
On April 17, according to the New York Times, Governor
Whitman of New York signed the Meyer Bill authorizing corpora-
tions to contribute' annually to the war charities in an amount not
exceeding one per cent on the capital stock outstanding."Further
contributions cannot be made except upon ten days' notice to the
stockholders, and if obj ections should be made by holders of 25% of
the stock the contribution will have to be authorized at a stock-
holders' meeting".
The importance of corporation contributions in the second
Red Cross campaign is indicated by the fact that the Committee on
Corporations had taken offices in the Metropolitan Tower and laid
out plans for an organized appeal."All corporations in this city
will be asked to subscribe directly to the Red Cross Fund under
the new state law which makes it possible to substitute this plan
for the method which proved disappointing in the last campaign of
having corporations declare Red Cross dividends".(New York
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The Committee published this statement on the subject of
corporation contributions:
"In the first place, the President has said in his proc-
lamation, referring to the Red Cross, 'It is recognized by law
and international convention as a public instrumentality for
war relief.'
"In the second place, the legislatures of New York and
New Jersey have each passed a law recognizing the right of a
corporation to make subscriptions for instrumentalities for
carrying on of the war, which means the Red Cross, as such,
and have written into the law the inherent duty of the corpor-
ation to subscribe for its own protection.
"In the third place, eminent lawyers have been consulted
so to leave directors free in their minds as to their
right to make these contributions without encountering the
slighest danger from an action by any dissatisfied stockholders.
These opinions will be laid before the directors before the
drive begins."
In the foregoing section discussing the first Red Cross campaign
of June, 1917, reference was made to the letter sent by the Red Cross
War Finance Committee to local chapters on the subject of corporation
Red Cross dividends, and the letter, signed by Mr. Henry P. Davi-
son, is shown in Appendix B.The letter sent by William Boyce
Thompson to corporations in Greater New York emphasizes the
legality of corporation contributions.Because of its interest as
showing the progress that had taken place in the attitude of cor-
poration directors, Colonel Thompson's letter is given in full as
follows:
"To all Corporations in Greater New York:
"The President of the United States has appointed a War
Council of the American Red Cross to solicit funds for relief in
the war and has designated the week beginning May 20 as the
period in which the funds needed shall be raised.
"The Committee on Corporations Campaign is therefore
asking you to consider the question of making a suitable contri-
to the war funds, and is sending you a pamphlet dealing
with the legal right and moral duty of all American corporations
to make liberal subscriptions.
"The matter is discussed by eminent American lawyers—
the Hon. Charles E. Hughes and the Hon. Morgan J. O'Brien.
They have taken the broad ground that the winning of the war
is essential to the life of every corporation in the United States
that the Red Cross is an important agency in winning the war,
and that since it is the duty of every corporation to protect
its very existenceis its duty to support the Red Cross.
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"The States of New York and New Jersey have passed
laws by which this right and this duty to support the Red Cross
is written into statutes.But above and beyond the question
of statutory permission arises the obligation imposed by the
national welfare.This, broadly stated, is the position taken by
the men whose opinions are given in the enclosed pamphlet.
"So clearly set forth is this view that the Committee feels
comment is superfluous, and urges generous support of the
appeal which is now being made.It is made to all corporations
in Greater New York in confidence that the response will be
universal and immediate.
"I beg to quote as follows: President Wilson says: 'The
American Red Cross is recognized by law and international
convention as a public instrumentality for war relief.'
"The Hon. Charles E. Hughes says: 'The question is not
one of permitting the use of corporate moneys for what are or
may be called worthy objects outside the corporate enterprises,
but for the maintenance of the foundation of the corporate
enterprise itself'.
"The Hon. Morgan J. O'Brien says: 'No earthquake or
plague, in its disastrous effect, can be compared with our defeat
in this war.The enormous expense which a single day's un-
necessary duration of the war involves must be distributed
among all the various property enterprises of our country in one
way or another. No interest can avoid contributing its share'.
"Richard V. Lindabury of New Jersey, in writing to a
client, says in part: 'The corporation is the creature of the State
and could not survive its destruction.If the property of the
company were attacked, it would have a clear right to expend
its funds in its defense.Its right to do sothe instance of the
State and in connection with the Government is not lessened by




Chairman, Committee on Corporations."
On May 23rd, the New York Times quotes Chairman Henry
P. Davison as stating, in response to requests from corporations for
advice, "With my knowledge of the situation and all that is involv-
ed, if I were the head of a corporation, I would feel that my respon-
sibility for the protection of my stockholders would not be discharged
until I had recommended to my Board of Directors that a contri-
bution be made by the corporation to the American Red Cross."
On May 25th, Colonel Thompson, chairman of the Corporations
Division, made public a telegram informing him that the Delaware,
Lackawanna and Western Railroad had voted a contribution ofWAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 67
$100,000."This is regarded as very important as a first contribu-
tion from a large railroad.It is believed that the precedent will be
followed by other railroads which have been in doubt because of
the fact that they are under Government control, and because of
the peculiar position of the railroads in other respects, whether
they should make any contributions."(N.Y.Times, May 25,
1918.)
As a matter of fact, however, very few contributions from
railroad companies have been found in the search which has been
made in the daily newspapers in a number of cities in connection
with the various war fund appeals.
The following statements in the New York Times on May 25th,
26th and 29th, indicate the satisfactory response made by New
York corporations to the second Red Cross appeal:
"While the Corporations Committee has met with few
corporations raising doubts as to the legal correctness of making
contributions, certain classes of corporations, especially com-
panies without capital stock, have hesitated over the matter.
The Corporations Committee wishes to emphasize the clear-
cut opinions of Charles E Hughes, Morgan J. O'Brien and
other lawyers who have stated that there is no question at all
as to the legality of such contributions.
"Continued good reports arebeing received from the
Corporations Division. More particularly are the campaigners
pleased because of the growth of that Division outside the city.
This growth will not materially increase the New York reports,
but will swell the grand total of the fund.
"New York banks have subscribed a total of $1,684,700.
George F. Baker, Jr., Chairman of the Banks Committee, made
a complete report yesterday.
"The Chinese and Japanese have been among the most
enthusiastic of foreigners in supporting the drive, in proportion
to their numbers and wealth.28 of their banking and business
institutions gave a total of $26,000."
"New York's contribution wil probably reach $35,000,000.
Col. William Boyce Thompson, Chairman of the Corporations
Division, which raised a total of more than $20,000,000 said
yesterday:
"The corporations and business houses in New York deserve
credit for the common sense they have shown in their fine
support of the Red Cross.As was pointed out in the opinions
of Charles E. Hughes, Morgan J. O'Brien and other eminent
lawyers, the corporations are vitally interested in protecting and
preserving their property, and they have responded splendidly
to the call to insure the work of an unquestionably necessary
agency in winning the war, as is the Red Cross.our goal.
CORPORATION




the Red Cross has been so
Jr., Chairman of the Banks Committee
"'I have to report that in Greater New York there are 49
National Banks, 36 State Banks and 30 trust companies.Of
these, all but five have contributed to the American Red Cross
in this campaign.
"24 National Banks, 12 State Banks and 3 Trust companies
contributed one per cent of their capital, the remaining banks
contributing various sums. The total, $1,802,800'."
In the report of the New York City campaign made public on
June 9th, the Corporations Committee reported as follows: "It was
known that the corporations generally recognized their responsibil-
ities and were willing to give generous support to the Red Cross,
but were prevented from doing so by laws which in times of peace
were regarded as properly conservative.It became necessary
obtain modifications of these laws, and legislation was asked from
Albany and Washington.Very strong opposition was aroused and
for a time the outlook seemed to be almost hopeless, but ultimately
favorable action was obtained, with the result that the corporations,
including the National Banks of New York City, contributed to the
second Red Cross war fund a total of more than $20,000,000, of
which oniy $13,000,000 was officially credited to the city campaign."
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" 'TheCorporations Committee is entirely satisfied with the
response made by the corporations. We actually raised here
in New York more than $20,000,000, although,because of de-
ductions of subscriptions to be paid in other divisions, our net
total appears as something more than $12,000,000.This is
really better than we aimed to do.Before the campaign started
we felt that apart from what we might get from the Carnegie
and Rockefeller Foundations, we ought to aim to get $15,000,000
here in New York.Well, the Rockefeller gave $3,000,000 and
the Carnegie $1,000,000.Deducting these, we succeeded in
getting subscriptions of more than $16,000,000 thus bettering
general all over the country, and its work and purpose are now
so much better understood by the great mass of Americans, that
we feel certain that in those cases where the corporations
special Red Cross dividends instead of making
of these
Cross'."
direct contributions to the war fund, the greater part
amounts will find their way into the treasury of the Red
"George F. Baker,
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From the National Red Cross headquarters in Washington,
the National Bureau has obtained a list, compiled in 1920, giving
the names of individuals and corporations that contributed $1,000
or more to the second fund.Unfortunately, this list does not
show the exact amount of each contribution.It was made up in
the various divisional offices from local lists collected by the divisional
TABLE2
SUMMARY OF ALL CONTRIBUTIONS AND OF CORPORA-
TION CONTRIBUTIONS TO SECOND RED CROSS WAR
FUND, MAY, 1918, IN 26 SELECTED CITIES.
AmountPer centNumber
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offices.From it, the names of corporation contributors have been
taken off.In all there were 1,204 corporations on this list.There
were 210 communities in 27 States in which these corporations
contributed to the 1918 Red Cross War Fund.
Table 2 has been prepared from lists of contributions to the
1918 Red Cross war fund gathered in a number of cities.It
should be kept in mind that thorough-going editing of these lists
would doubtless result in the elimination of many of the smaller con-
tributions, made perhaps by companies not actually incorporated.
In order to enable the reader more accurately to visualize the
participation of the country's largest corporations in the second
Red Cross War Fund, 1918, a partial list of corporations contribut-
ing in a number of cities is shown in Appendix B.Only con-
tributions of more than $10,000, (except for banks and trust com-
panies, where the minimum contribution listed is $5,000) are shown.
United War Work Campaign, November, 1Q18
During the summer of 1918 preparations were under way on the
part of the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A., Knights of Columbus, War Camp
Community Service,and otherorganizationsfornation-wide
appeals for funds.On September 3, 1918, President Wilson issued
an executive order directing a joint appeal for funds on behalf of
the following seven organizations officially charged by the Govern-
ment with responsibility for welfare work among American soldiers
at home and overrseas, the apportionment of the funds among the
participating organizations being as follows :—
Organization Amount Per cent
Young Men's Christian Association $100,000,000 58.65
Young Women's Christian Association 15,000,000 8.80
War Camp Community Service 15,000,000 8.80
Knights of Columbus 30,000,000 17.60
Jewish Welfare Board 3,500,000 2.05
American Library Association 3,500,000 2.05
Salvation Army 3,500,000 2.05
Total $170,500,000100.00
An unsuccessful effort was made to get Congress to pass
legislation permitting national banks to contribute to the United
War Work Campaign.In September, 1918, Senate Joint Resolu-
tion 179 was introduced proposing to "amend the banking and
currency laws in such a way as to permit national banks to contri-WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 71
bute to the seven organizations which are now raising a fund of 170
million dollars for United War Work Service." This resolution was
promptly passed by the Senate.It was introduced in the House
on October 18th and referred to the House Committee on Banking
and Currency.The campaign was scheduled for the week beginning
November 1 lth.8On November 14th, the United War Work
Campaign being in progress, the acting chairman of the House
Committee endeavored to get unanimous consent for the joint
resolution.He was unsuccessful.The debate does not reveal
any hostility to the principle of the bill, but apparently there was an
agreement that no other legislation should be taken up until the
Revenue Bill was out of the way.The joint resolution therefore
remained in committee, until the United War Work Campaign was
ended, and nothing more was heard of it.
The signing of the Armstice on November 11th compelled a
complete reorganization of the United War Work Campaign budget
from a war to a peace time basis.Notwithstanding the termination
of hostilities, the United War Work Campaign was put on in thou-
sands of communities all over the country during the week from
Nov. 11 to 18 and netted over 205 million dollars in subscriptions.
The National Y.M.C.A. played the predominating role in the
organization and conduct of this campaign.The Y.M.C.A. money-
raising technique was employed and a country-wide organization
was in fact built up largely under Y.M.C.A. leadership, head-
quarters being establishedat 347 Madison Avenue, the national
office of the Y.M.C.A. The prihted instructions to local com-
mittees emphasized the importance of a special appeal to corpora-
tions..9 The following excerpts are significant of the reliance placed
upon corporations for a large proportion of the $170,500,000 sought:
"The Industries Division recommends that in connection
with this campaign each industry be treated as a unit, so that
the corporation and its employees may be united in a fund that
will represent the backing of that particular industry in the
support of these agencies."(The campaign plan of the United
War Work Campaign comprised a special local Committee for
local industries, to take care of solicitation of contributions in
all plants employing 25 or more persons.)
coincidence of date with the Armistice was accidental.The date fixed for
the opening of the United War Work Campaign was exactly one year after the date on
which the second National Y.M.C.A. campaign was launched.
°"The Campaign in Industries" Bulletin VII, United War Work Campaign, No-
veniber 11-18, 1918.Issued by the birector General, 347 Madison Avenue, New York
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"In the first announcement of the campaign, it should be
clearly indicated that all corporations and their employees will
be asked to make their subscriptions through their Plant Com-
mittee.
"A selected group of large corporations having plants in
various parts of the country will be solicited during October by
the national Industries Committee. These corporations will be
asked to assign a portion of their subscription to each of their
plants, and notice of this assignment will be sent to the local
Industries Committee in order that there may be no duplication
of solicitation.
"With the exception of corporations indicated under section
III, all other corporations having headquarters in its field are to
be solicited by the localIndustriesCommittee..In case,
however, such corporations have. plants outside the local field,.
they should be asked to assign to such plants a portion of their
subscription, in order that it may be used as an incentive to
their employees to make subscriptions, and as a recognition of
the local interest and obligations in each community where a
plant is located.
"In connection with this campaign each employing cor-
poration and organization should be asked:
1.To make as generous a subscription as possible.
2.To distribute a portion of this subscription to each
plant.
3.To notify the management of each plant concerning
the allotment thus made, and to urge their efforts to cooperate
with the local industries committee in their efforts to secure
subscriptions from the employees at the plant through Plant
Committees.
"The men who are to solicit corporation contributions and
cooperation should be carefully selected men of influence who
are willing to ask for large contributions. A letter should be pre-
pared embodying the request for cooperation as above out-
lined, and this should be presented to the president or managing
official of the company, in person.(To promote uniformity, a
suggested form of letter is attached hereto).
"Notice of allotment of corporation subscriptions to plants
outside the committee's field should be passed at once to state
headquarters iii order that this information may be quickly
transmitted to the field where such allotment applies.
"Corporation subscriptions thus secured in advance should
not be published until the week of the campaign, but they may
be used to good advantage in arranging the campaign for
employes' contributions and in soliciting other corporation
contributions."
Along with the instructions for local campaign, a suggested
letter to corporation presidents was enclosed.This letter had at-WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 73
tached to it a copy of President Wilson's letter on the subject of the
consolidated, seven-fold United War Work Campaign, and a memo-
randum of agreement between the seven cooperating agencies. The
cooperation of the company was requested in the following language:
"We. urgently solicit the cooperation of your company as
herein outlined, in securing this fund:
1.A generous subscription from the corporation in line
with the precedent of other corporations that are making sim-
lar subscriptions.Our committee is hopeful that you may be
be willing to recommend, and your Board to authorize, a con-
tribution of not less than $ .Thebusiness interests
of the country must help generously if this essential part of the
war work is to be continued, and we hope that your company
may be entirely willing to do its share, whether more or less than
the above amount.
2.It will greatly stimulate local interest if your company
will assign a portion of its gift—possibly 50%—to be credited
to its various plants, and will advise us of the apportionment."
Company cooperation in securing generous contributions from
employes was also requested.
The attitude of corporations in the steel industry is reflected
in the following statement published in the New York Times for
November 7, 1918."At a meeting of the Board of Directors of the
American Iron and Steel Institute held yesterday in the office of
Judge Elbert H. Gary, Chairman of the Board and President of the
Institute, resolutions were adopted commending the drive and a
resolution was passed recommending that the affiliated concerns in
the iron and steel industry contribute liberally.The resolution
declared the object of the forthcoming campaign to be of the utmost
importance."On November 8th,the United States Steel Cor-
poration is reported as having contributed 5 million dollars to the
United War Work Campaign.Judge Gary wrote to Mr. E. A. S.
Clark, President of the Lackawanna Steel Corporation, on Nov-
ember 7th, expressing his belief that the steel concerns of the
United States should contribute at least 10 million dollars to the
fund."Since receiving the opinion of our counsel that such con-
tributions are legal and proper, we do not hesitate to make them
and charge the same to the expense account."
On November 9th, the New York Times announces that one
million dollars has been subscribed to the fund by the Standard Oil
Company of New Jersey, and on November 12th, Judge Gary74 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
reports that corporations and industries have contributed thus far a
total of $7,210,000.
On November 16th, the Times reports the Comptroller of the
Currency as saying that banks may make conditional pledges to the
United War Work pending the passage of the bill now before
Congress.Apparently, the Comptroller of the Currency wasof
the opinion that subscriptions by national banks to the United
War Work fund should become effective only when the bill before
Congress became a law.As stated above, the joint resolution
failed of passage.
In various communities an effort appears to have been made to
find some income basis on which corporations might contribute. The
instruction pamphlet for the United War Work Campaign in Balti-
more suggests the following basis for financial institutions, corpora-
tions or firms:
financialinstitutions, manufacturers, wholesalers, re-
tailers, and all other business enterprises should make a contribu-
tion from their net estimated earnings for 1918, after deduction
of all operating expenses, bond interest, other fixed charges and
all taxes, as follows:
"Financial institutions and warindustrialcompanies
largely engaged on war contracts with such net earnings in
excess of $500,000 23/2%
"All other enterprises with such net earningsof more
than$500,000 2 %
"Allotherenterpriseswith such net earnings form
$100,000 to $500,000 13/2%
"All other enterprises with such net earnings of less than
$100,000 1 %
"Winning this war is absolutely necessary to protect stock-
holders and this War Work Campaign is very necessary to help
win the war.By contributing you are protecting your stock-
holders.No case is on record where stockholders have not
gladly ratified contributions for such War Work."
In his final report, entitled "The Largest Voluntary Offering in
History," Dr. John R. Mott, Director General of the United War
Work Campaign,stated:"Neverbeforehavefoundations,
corporations, companies, banks, industries, and the rural population
of America participated so generally and so generously in a great
popular subscription."
It has not been possible to get access to the original lists of
contributors to the United War Work Campaign, the local corn-WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 75
mittees having long since been disbanded and the records having
beenputaway in storage.In a number of cities the daily papers
were examined, but in contrast to the earlier war fund campaigns,
relatively little space was given the names of individual or corpora-
tion contributors.The news about the termination of hostilities
on the Western Front filled the papers to the exclusion of news
regarding contributions to war welfare funds, to which, as a matter
of fact, the country had by this time become thoroughly accus-
tomed.
War Chests
The appeals that have been described in the preceding section
were national appeals.While the money was raised locally, the
campaigns were under the auspices of the respective national
organizations.The amount each community was expected to raise
was assigned to it by the national committee.This amount was
known as the "quota."The method of raising the money was
largely standardized along lines laid down by the national com-
mittee.As subscriptions were paid, funds were transmitted by local
committees to the national treasury.Each national appeal, excepting
the United War Work Campaign, which included seven national
organizations, was for financing the special type of work carried
on by the particular national organization making it.No local
work was included, except that in the case of the National Red Cross
campaigns, each chapter was allowed to retain a certain proportion
of the funds collected, to take care of local Red Cross war work.
However, by the time the second Red Cross appeal was under
way, a movement of great significance and far-reaching consequences
to American philanthropic work was in progress in many American
communities.It had its roots in a spirit of intense local self-
consciousness which the war helped to develop.In the field of
philanthropy this spirit found expression in a recognition by the
community of its patriotic duty to provide its fair share of all funds
needed for national war welfare work.It should be kept in mind
that in preceding sections only the important national war service
appeals have been discussed.However, the number of special
appeals for philanthropic work in Allied countries had multiplied
greatly by the spring of 1918.To many community leaders, the
almost continuous appeals by various war charities in addition to
the great national appeals authorized by the government, not only
wasted time and energy, but enabled many citizens to avoid what76 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
the community regarded as a duty, namely, to contribute to the
financing of philanthropic activities considered of value in winning
the war.The local organizations created to meet this situation
were known generally as "War Chests".By the time the armistice
was signed, they existed in several hundred communities, large and
small, throughout the United States.Some of them appear to
have been organized on a county basis in affiliation with County
Councils of National Defense.
The war chests had a special problem to solve.They had to
raise in advance enough money to take care not only of their quotas
of any national appeals that might be made during the ensuing
twelve but to provide for any other legitimate demands
that might be made on that community for war work.The war
chestsanticipated among others the appeals by the various
national organizations that were later obliged by President Wilson's
order to combine in the United 'War Work Campaign.This in-
volved a careful, but liberal, estimate of the amount the war chest
should raise.In return for the generous subscriptions needed to
fill the war chest, the contributor was usually promised immunity
from further solicitation during the coming twelve months.
From the standpoint of this study of corporation contributions
to organized community chests, the factof outstanding impor-
tance about the war chests was that a few of them included as
sharers in the money contributed for war work, the regular local
charitable and welfare organizations.Inall but two or three
instances, the local organizations so included were already affiliated
in an organization called the Federation of Charity and Philan-
thropy.
Before presenting the data the National Bureau has gathered
as to corporation contributions to the war chests, it is necessary
to say something about the federations in relation to corporation
contributions.When thewar chests had disappeared, itwas
the federations that remained in a dozen cities as the permanent
nucleus around which the new community spirit gathered.
Federations of Charity and Philanthropy
The federations constitute one of the mile-stones in the history
of American philanthropic financing.As a matter of fact, under
the name of the "Charity Organization Society" and also "United
Charities" what was in some respects a federation. had existed
in Denver, Colorado since 1888.While in essence and in aim theWAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 77
Denver Charity Organization Society was similar to Charity Organ-
ization Societies in the eastern states, in one respect it differed from
its eastern prototype.It endeavored by means of one annual
consolidated appeal to find the money for the 15 or 16 charitable
societies composing its membership. While other Charity Organ-
ization Societies aimed, like the Denver one, at a better coordination
of the charitable relief work for the community, they left it to each
cooperating society to raise its own budget.
Printed reports of the Denver Charity Organization Society
for the years 1901 to 1913 give lists of contributors.Among them
have been found the names of many local business concerns.Be-.
cause of the age of the data, it has not been possible to edit these
lists in order to segregate contributions from business houses that
were actually incorporated from those that may have been partner-
ships.However, as far back as 1890, the names ofimportant
mining and railroad companies in business today appear as contri-
butors to the Denver Charity Organization Society.Table 3
shows the amount and number of business contributions for the
years 1901-1913, inclusive.
TABLE3
SUMMARYOF ALL CONTRIBUTIONS AND OF CONTRIBU-
TIONS FROM BUSINESS CONCERNS TO THE CHARITY




















































































alt has not been practicable to edit the lists Irom which the totals were made up, in order to
make sure that only incorporated business enterprises were included.Many of the concerns counted
probably were partnerships or individual businesses operating under the name "company".78 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
The first of the federations of charity and philanthropy came
into existence in Cleveland in 1913.It was the outcome of several
years of study and of educational work by the Chamber of Com-
merce.In 1917, its name was changed to"Cleveland Welfare
Federation," the name it still bears.'°During the first few years
of its existence the Cleveland Federation merely supplemented, by
means of an informal appeal, the money-raising efforts of its 56
member organizations.It endeavored to get contributions from
those not already giving to these member organizations.Persons
who were connected with theClevelandFederationbefore
1917 have informed the National Bureau that no special effort
was made to secure contributions from corporations, the prevailing
view being that the support of charity was a purely personal duty.
No data have been submitted to the National Bureau showing
corporation contributions to the Cleveland Federation during the
years 1914-1917, inclusive.
South Bend, Ind.—Personal inquiry brings out that the fed-
eration in this city raised the funds for its member organizations
by means of informal appeal made by committees.There is no
evidence that either of the two most important manufacturing con-
cerns, one engaged in automobile manufacturing, the other in the
manufacture of agricultural implements, contributed as corporations
to the South Bend Federation.
Denver, Col.—On January 1, 1914, the Denver Federation of
Charity and Philanthropy succeeded the Charity Organization
Society as far as cooperative money raising is concerned.Twenty-
three local charitable and welfare organizations joined the Federa-
tion.They carried on work not oniy in the field of charitable relief,
but in those of public health, child care, etc.
The amount and number of corporation contributions to the
Denver Federation, according to lists contained in published reports
for the years 1914-1918, inclusive, are shown in Table 4.
New Orleans, La.—A list of company contributions taken from
the records of the Federation which operated in this city during the
years 1914, 1915 and 1916 indicates that approximately 11 per cent
of the $66,000 raised came from business concerns.Many of these
probably were not incorporated businesses.
Cincinnati, 0.—The first appeal of the Cincinnati Council of
Social Agencies was made in May, 1915, in behalf of the twelve
'°Cleveland Community Fund is the name of the coordinate organization which
conducts the annual campaign for funds for Cleveland charitable and welfare work and
collects the subscriptions.WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 79
TABLE 4
SUMMARY OF ALL CONTRIBUTIONS AND OF CORPORA-
TION CONTRIBUTIONS TO DENVER FEDERATION FOR








































local welfare organizations participating in the joint appeal. The
sum of $45,000 was raised.Oniy fifty-one companies are shown on
the books of the Council as contributing.The total they gave was
$4,600.
The second appeal of the Cincinnati Council of Social Agencies
was in November, 1915.The sum of $124,000 was subscribed for
division among 18 organizations.The books of the Council contain
the names of 221 companies that contributed, altogether, $23,370.
This was 18 per cent of the total subscribed.The significant pro-
gress was not only in the number of companies contributing, but
in the scale of the contributions.Among the company contribu-
tions to the first appeal, there was only one of more than $500.
The second appeal counted eighteen of $500 or over, and these
together made up one-third of the total company contributions.
The last independent appeal of the Cincinnati Council of Social
Agencies prior to its inclusion in national war fund appeals (Nov.
1917, Y.M.C.A.-Y.W.C.A., May, 1918, Red Cross-War Chest, and
November, 1918, War Chest) was made in January, 1917.The
sum of $204,000 was raised.Forty-one thousand dollars, or 20 per
cent came from 333 companies.The increase in the number of
such contributionsis noteworthy.The participation of larger
Cincinnati concerns, including banks and insurance companies,
was one of the significant features of this appeal.Fifteen concerns
each contributed $500 or more, and together these 15 contributions
amounted to $14,000 or 34 per cent of all contributed by corpora-
tions.80 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
Time has not permitted the National Bureau to subject the Cin-
cinnati lists of companies contributing to the 1915 and 1917 Council
of Social Agencies to the same careful checking to which the com-
munity chest lists have been subjected.For this reason, it cannot
be said that all of the companies shown as contributing to the
Cincinnati Council were incorporated.As pointed out in the intro-
ductiop,many unincorporated business concerns were included on the
community chest lists and had to be eliminated in the tabulations.
Doubtless, the totals mentioned in the foregoing discussion would
be reduced if only incorporated businesses were counted.
By the end of 1917 federations of charity and philanthropy
were in operation in. approximately 17 cities.The limited scale
of their financial operations is shown in Table 5."The relatively
small number of organizations participating in the federations, and
the fact that among the absentees were some of the most powerful
welfare institutions in the community, undol4btedly had a bearing
on the amount of corporationsupportthepre-warfederations
were able to get.The local hospitals, the Y.M.C.A., Y.W.C.A.,
the Jewish and the Catholic charities, and social settlements, rarely
participated in the federations.It is interesting to speculate on
why the federations did not appropriate the money-raising tech-
nique of the Y.M.C.A. as the war service organizations did.Per-
haps the answer is that in most cities, the federation was not able
to command the interest and service of leading business men. To
the war service appeals, community leaders gave, with their
money, their time and thought and energy.This was perhaps
the most valuable heritage the community chests received from
their predecessors.
From May, 1917 to November, 1918, the center of the philan-
thropic stage was held by the great national and local war servic e
organizations.Only one federation, the Baltimore Allianceof
Charitable and Social Agencies, appears to have made any headway
in money raising after the declaration of war.Under the name
"Baltimore Fund", the Alliance on April 7, 1917, organized a com-
munity-wide appeal for $1,500,000.
The fear appears to have existed in Baltimore that the result
of our entry into the World War would be to create distress and
suffering, which would throw a special burden on the local relief
"Community chests exist in every one of these cities.It is interesting to compare
the amounts raised by the federations with the amounts raised by the community chests






































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































and welfare organizations.As a matter of fact, a financial state-
ment of the Baltimore Fund covering the period from April 27,
1917 to August 30, 1920 shows that of $642,000 received in sub-
scriptions, the amount of $571,300 was paid to the local charitable
and welfare organizations composing the already existing Alliance
of Charitable and Social Agencies (see Table 5).
From the list of larger contributions published in the Baltimore
Sun during April and May, 1917, names of 51 Baltimore corporations
have been taken, whose contributions together amounted to $57,315.
Among them are found the names of 8 Baltimore banks whose
contributions totalled $25,000.The local gas and electric company
is reported as contributing $15,000 and a local insurance company
$4,500.
Corporation Contributions to WarChests
While the war chests appear to have had equal success with the
national war service organizations in getting corporation contribu-
tions, there apparently was some difference of opinion in various
cities as to the advisability of asking corporations to contribute.
For a movement as significant in American philanthropic history
as was the war chest, it has surprisingly little in the way of published
history.One of the few publications found in a search made by
the National Bureau is entitled "Report on War Chest Practice."
It was presented to the Connecticut Council of Defence, presumably
in the spring of 1918, by Henry M. Wriston.The report has the
following to say on the subject of War Chest solicitation of corpora-
tion contributions :—
"Nostandard has developed with regard to the solicitation
of corporations.Some cities put a good deal of emphasis on
this feature of their campaigns.In one prominent instance,
it is said that about 45% of the war chest was contributed by
corporations.On the other hand, a number of cities do not
countenance this sort of solicitation, usually upon grounds,
which when analyzed come back to one main reason, namely,
that the solicitation of corporations in some instances amounts
to a double solicitation and in others gives individuals oppor-
tunity to hide behind a group and dodge their personal ob-
ligations.Some communities on this ground have made a
distinction between partnerships and corporations, and have
solicited corporations but notpartnerships, calling onthe
impersonal bodies to give, but not asking people who can
readily be reached as individuals to suscribe as business firms.
Detroit refused to solicit corporations on the ground that itWAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 83
might permit some persons to escape their obligations.Un-
solicited contributions from corporations amounted to $300,000,
a very small percentage of the total.As a substitution, Detroit
requested corporations to underwrite or guarantee the pledges
of their workmen."
"In one or two cities a distinction was made between
corporations which were owned within the area of the war
chest and those which were called foreign corporations.There
was no solicitation of those whose owners lived within the district
and could be reached individually, but solicitation was made
of the foreign owned corporations, which it was felt owed some-
thing as entities to the community.
"By far the larger proportion of the war chests did ask
corporations to make su.bscriptions.It was estimatedin
Springfield, Ohio, that the corporations ought to produce 30%
of the total gift. Other cities have varied this somewhat, calling
for either more or less.It has been very common to rate
the corporations.In Springfield, Ohio, it was argued that 5%
of the earnings of the corporations was not an unfair amount.
In Kenosha, Wis., business houses and corporations were asked
to give as a firm gift an amount equivalent to that of the em-
ployes, excepting the office and executive forces. This plan was
followed by Attleboro, Batavia and Michigan City.In other
places, corporations were asked to give one-half of 1% of their
annual sales.Still others were asked for a percentage based
on the number of employes, etc."
"On the whole, there seems to be no good reason why
porations should not in most cases be asked to make contri-
butions."
In discussing "Rating" he says:
"Difference of opinion on this topic is sharp, whether with
reference to the rating of individuals or corporations.Spring-
field, Mass., discovering that team competition was growing
difficult, divided the prospect cards into classes from A to F,
Class A being made up of large corporations which were expected
to give $3000, or more; Class B of Banks; Class C of individuals
who might give $3000 or more; Class D, individuals such as
managers of businesses, superintendents, foremen, merchants,
lawyers, also small firms, partnerships, and corporations which
might give less than $3000; Class E, employes in groups under
name of firm; Class F, individuals at home."
"Springfield, Mass., also developed a sliding scale in the
group ratings, based on ratio of employes to amount of payroll.
"Springfield, Ohio, decided that the fund should be raised
in the following proportions: 40% from wage earners, 30% from
the larger individual givers, and 30% from corporations.A
sliding scale was built which would produce the proper per-
centage; i.e., 30% of the quota."84 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
Concerning "Suggested Amounts" he says:
"Detroit took great pains in producing a schedule on which
the committee depended, without ratings. They made estimates
on information secured from banks, factory pay-rolls, Dun &
Bradstreet, tax lists, etc. They estimated the income of Detroit
at $350,000,000. Of this $150,000,000 went to those who earned
over $3000 a year, and $200,000,000 to the wage group. They
alloted, of the $7,000,000 sought forthe war chest, $2,000,000
or 28% to the wage earners.This left $5,000,000 as the share
of the capital group.They made a graduated table, making
no provision for corporation gifts, which the Springfield, Ohio,
people estimated would produce 30% of the total."
"Youngstown, Ohio, alloted to the wage group and
to the capital group.This amounted roughly to 1% of
the payroll and 2% of the dividends, but there was no effort to
graduate the scale accurately among the various classes of the
capital group."
"Checking the estimates with what was actually produced;
In Springfield, Ohio, 48% came from employes, as against an
expectation of 40%, whereas corporations appear to have pro-
duced not over 20% as against an expectation of 30%.In
Columbus, the wage group produced about 36 per cent, in
Rome, N.Y., 22 per cent, in Rochester, N.Y., 27 per cent, in
Utica, 36 per cent, in Dayton, 0., 54 per cent, against an ex-
pectation of 35 per cent, and in Anaconda, Mont.,62 per cent."
The first war chest appears to have been organized in Syracuse,
New York, in the summer of 1917.This fact is learned by reference
to local newspapers.No data could be found as to corporation
contributions to the Syracuse war chest.The appeal seems to
have been chiefly to individuals.They were urged to contribute
a certain per cent of their earnings.Rome, N.Y. also had what
was called the Rome War Chest Association.It was incorporated
November, 1917.That it counted upon contributions from cor-
porations is evidenced by the following extract from the by-laws:
"ARTICLE I.Objectsofcorporation.To receive con-
tributions from individuals, corporations, associations, firms
and others and to utilize such contributions with the dues of its
members for the following purposes
ARTICLE II, relating to membership in the Rome War Chest
Association states that dues will be one dollar per month for
the duration of the war.There was no limitation on the number of
memberships that might be taken out by any applicant. Appar-
ently corporations were expected to take out a number of mem-
berships.The campaign organizationincludedfour committees
as follows: Factory employment committee; Merchants corn-WAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 85
mittee; Special committee (for large gifts); and Corporation
committee. An attempt was made to fix a scale of individual
giving based on incomes.It was suggested that large manu-
facturing companies give 3% of their corporate income.The
total subscriptions to the Rome War Chest Association for the
year 1917-1918 totalled $345,000. The pamphlet from which the
foregoing information is taken states, as to corporation support,
"The corporations as usual have responded handsomely and
generously—$144,260 or 42% of the whole amount stands to
their credit in this campaign. That is as it shOi.ild be.All honor
to them, nevertheless."
In the preceding section, reference has been made to the joint
campaign put on in Cincinnati in November, 1917, for the national
Y.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A. in which the local welfare organizations
affiliated in the Council of Social Agencies shared to the extent of
approximately $250,000.It is the first war service campaign of
which we have any record in which the needs of local charitable
organizations for the ensuing year were foreseen and included.
The second Red Cross appeal made in Cincinnati in May,
1918, while in the name of that national organization, appears to
have been in fact a local war chest.The Red Cross quota for
Hamilton County was $1,250,000.The total amount subscribed
in Cincinnati and Hamilton County was $2,541,000.Of this
amount, $1,508,000 was turned over to the National Red Cross.
The remainder, $1,033,425, went into what was called the Cin-
cinnati War Chest.It was not until November, 1918 that an
organized campaign was putin Cincinnati in the name of the
Cincinnati War Chest.As has already been pointed out, Cin-
cinnati corporations subscribed generously to this second Red
Cross appeal, in which local charities shared.
Columbus, Ohio, had a well organized community war chest
which put on a sensationally successful campaign for funds in Feb-
ruary, 1918.The following information about the Columbus war
chest and contributions to it by the Columbus corporations is taken
from a pamphlet published by the Columbus Chamber of Commerce
in April, 1918, entitled "The Columbus War Chest Plan."The
campaign resulted in subscriptions of $3,071,088 from nearly 90,000
people.The purpose of the Columbus Community War Chest
was to "develop some businesslike method by which Columbus
quickly and surcily and with a minimum of wasted effort could
meet the steadily increasing demands that must be made on every
American City to support the great and small movements designed86 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
to protect our Armies and give aid to war stricken peoples."The
pamphlet emphasizes that while local peoplewere responding
nobly, great confusion and uncertainty had developed in meeting the
money need of the war."At least a half dozen large campaigns
for money and many other smaller efforts had been conducted with-
out any intelligent effort correctly to evaluate the different needs
Not more than 12,500 people in this city with a population of a
quarter million had given money in these campaigns simply because
no one drive could be fully enough organized to extend to all an
opportunity to get in."The objects of the Columbus War Chest,
as stated in its by-laws, follow:"To receive contributions from
individuals, corporations, associations, firms and others, and dis-
burse these contributions among the war needs that come to its
attention and which receive its approval." A suggested scale of
Chest thought it wise "when expedient" to include the local charit-
able agencies in the War Chest campaign, this was not done in
Columbus because of sentiment opposed to their inclusion.
A detailed list of corporation contributions to the Columbus
War Chest of $100 and over, supplied'by the Columbus Community
Fund, shows that 516 corporations contributed approximately
$738,000 or 22 per cent of the total subscribed.
In Syracuse, a second War Chest campaign was held in May,
1918.Close to $2,500,00 was raised.An obviously incomplete
list taken from local newspapers shows contributions from three
of the most important local corporations, one of which wasa
bank, totalling $95,000.
Rochester, N.Y. had a War
from May 20 to 27, 1918.The
and $4,747,181 was subscribed.
was that of the Y.M.C.A.,
Rochester War Chest was
detailed list supplied by the
shows that 160 corporations
of the total raised.Mr. II.
Chest campaign during the week
amount asked for was $3,150,335
The campaign technique employed
and the executive secretary of the
a Y.M.C.A. campaign secretary. A
present Rochester Community Chest
contributed $412,328, or 8.7 per cent
P. Wareheim, the War Chest secretary
giving was worked out which appears to have followed somewhat
the practice in Rome, N.Y., and for corporations 5 per cent of the
1917 income was proposed as the basis of the corporate contribu-
tion.The campaign technique appears to have closely followed
the method developed earlier by the Y.M.C.A. and a special organ-
ization was provided to get subscriptions from corporations.It is
interesting to note that while the leaders of the Columbus WarWAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR APPEALS 87
referred to above, is authority for the statement that business
leaders in Rochester opposed any direct solicitation of corporations
for contributions.Besides questioning the right of corporation
directors to spend their stockholders' money in this way, they
believed individuals would "hide behind" the contributions of cor-
porations in which they were large shareholders to the detriment
of the appeal.In return for generous contributions to the Roch-
ester Patriotic and Community Fund, Inc., the contributor was
promised immunity from any solicitation for the appeals included
in the fund for the 12 months from June 1, 1918 to May 31, 1919.
In Philadelphia, the "War Welfare Council" put on a War
Chest campaign in May, 1918.From a list made up by reference
to names published in the Philadelphia papers during the progress
of the campaign it appears that 157 Philadelphia concerns con-
tributed a total of approximately $3,800,000.The total amount
subscribed to the Philadelphia War Chest is not known.
In Kenosha, Wisconsin, a War Chest existed under the name of
the 'Patriots' Fund Committee".Its slogan was "Half an hour a
week for war relief."In this community a special plan was worked
out by which employers matched dollar for dollar the amount
contributed by employes.From a pamphlet issued in June, 1918
describing the fund, the following is taken:
"To business enterprises, the burden at first glance seems
unjust.However, let them estimate the demands for war
relief for one year.Every enterprise will consider what its
share would be.In the above plan a wage earner working 50
hours a week and contributing half an hour weekly, is sub-
scribing 1% of his wages to the fund.Hence the employer,
assuming that all his workmen contribute on this basis, is giving
the same percentage of his payroll as a corporate share of the
burden. The Kenosha business enterprises have felt that this
represented no more than their fair share of the burden.Is the
trouble of arranging collections any worse than a stream of sub-
scription papers, throwing the establishment into a turmoil
every few weeks? Besides, if the men work out their half hours
as overtime running, it brings in some extra production to manu-
facturing firms at least."
The Kenosha War Chest in its report for the year ending May
31, 1918 reports the total number of pledges as 19,250 and the
total amount subscribed as $322,664.
In Detroit the organization was called the "Detroit Patriotic
Fund".It held its first campaign for funds in May, 1918, and
$10,500,000 was raised.In an address to the 1918 National Con-88 CORPORATION CONTRIBUTIONS
ference of Social Work, on the "War Chest and Federation move-
ment", William J. Norton, Secretary of the organization, made the
following, statement, which is signifi'cant as bearing on the part
corporations played in raising the fund:—
an attempt has been made to budget all the citizens in
order to produce in an equitable and fair manner. The Fund
worked out the income of its so-called capital class as $125,
000,000 a year, and of its wage earning group as $200,000,000 a
year.After careful studies, it was decided to ask the capital
group to produce 5 of the 7 millions needed, and the wage earners
the other two millions. A careful classification of incomes was
made and a schedule of percentages developed, graded from
two per cent in the lowest classes to 15 per cent of the gross
income in the highest.This schedule, if it is adhered to with
the expected efficiency in each class, will produce the Fund."
Apparently in Detroit the emphasis was put on individual
rather than corporation contributions.A detailed schedule of
corporation contributions to the Detroit Patriotic Fund, supplied
by the present Community Fund, shows 99 corporations contribut-
ing $642,551 or 6 per cent of the total.This list is probably in-
complete, but doubtless includes all of the important contributions.
The attitude of local business leaders seems to have resulted in a
less imperious demand on corporations for contributions than was
made in other cities.
The Detroit showing is especially interesting when comparison
is made with Cleveland.In that city, the total subscribed to the
May 1918 "Victory Fund" was $10,538,640 or almost the same as
in Detroit.Subscriptions from 1,784 corporations as shown by a
detailed list supplied by the Cleveland Welfare Federation and
Community Fund, amounted to $3,188,401 or 30.3 per cent of the
total.
The Members' Bulletin of the Minneapolis Civic and Com-
merce Association for November 1918 announced the forthcoming
War Chest drive.The Minneapolis War Chest included not
only the seven national organizationsbutalso the Red Cross
and43localsocialserviceagencies.Thetotalamount
collected was approximately $2,500,000.Many corporations are
listed as contributing to the Minneapolis and Hennepin County
War Fund.
The campaign put on in November, 1918, in the name of the
"Cincinnati War Chest" was apparently the community's answer
to President Wilson's proposal to combine the seven United WarWAR SERVICE AND PRE-WAR. APPEALS 89
Work appeals in one.The total amount subscribed to the War
Chest in Cincinnati and Hamilton County was $5,707,000.The
list of contributors to this fund supplied by the Cincinnati Council
of Social Agencies from names published in Cincinnati newspapers
during the progress of the campaign shows 315 concerns that
contributed a total of $1,530,000.This was approximately 27
per cent of the total raised.
When the last of the national war service appeals was made
(United War Work Campaign, November 11-18, 1918) the federa-
tions of charity and philanthropy were participants in war chests
in a dozen cities.From these war chests the local charities that
were members of federations received more money than they had
ever succeeded in raising by their own independent efforts.Figures
as to amounts appropriated to local charitable and welfare organ-
izations out of war chests are given in Table 6.In the opinion of
the writers of this report, it was this inclusion of the regular, local,
peace-time welfare agencies in war chests that resulted in corpora-
tion contributions to the latter being retained in such large measure
by the community chests.While the 1918 war chests raised their
TABLE 6
SUMMARY OF TOTAL AMOUNTS RAISED BY WAR CHESTS
IN 8 SELECTED CITIES, 1918, AND OF AMOUNTS RE-
CEIVED FROM WAR CHESTS BY LOCAL FEDERA-












































Federation existed in this city; local charitable organizations received funds direct from
War Chest.
b17monthsending September 30, 1919.
year ending September 30, 1919; $81,329 received by Federation from May, 1918, War
Chest for year ending September 30,1918.
dFiscaI year ending September 30. 1919;$75,000. received by Federation from 1917 •War Chest
during fiscal year ending September 30, 1917.—In addition to $400,000 raised by Federation in 1917
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funds on the basis of war psychology and through an appeal to
patriotic duty, a considerable part of the money subscribed by
individuals and corporations was actually expended during 1919
on peace-time community welfare activities.By the time it
again became necessary to raise money, the federaition of charity
and philanthropy had largely succeeded to the position in com-
munity pride which had formerly been held by the war chest.The
organizations which were created during 1919 to provide the funds
for local peace-time welfare work took the name community chest.
By their successinapplyingthewar-testedtechniqueof
community-wide solicitation and by recreating to a considerable
degree the spirit of community responsibility for community welfare
which the war helped to bring to maturity, the community chests
were able to retain to a considerable extent the contributions made
to their predecessors by corporations.Data as to the number and
amount of corporation contributions to 129 community chests will
next be submitted.